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air-raid shelters 53, 74
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Splash & Fun Park 82
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Arab rule 146
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Ghar Dalam Cave & Museum 102
Hal Saflieni Hypogeum 57, 11
Skorba Temples 73
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St Paul’s Catacombs 91
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books 166
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military 165
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Mellieha Bay 75
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beer 157
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birdwatching 28
books 28
Comino 126
Ghadira Nature Reserve 75
Is-Simar Nature Reserve 78
Mellieha Bay 73
BirguFest 17
Birkirkara 96
Birzebbuga 102-3
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Blue Hole 24, 119
Blue Lagoon 126, 10
boat travel, see ferry travel, boat trips
boat trips
Bugibba 79
Golden Bay 72
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Sliema 63
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food 154, 155, 156
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budget 12, 172
Bugibba 78-82, 80-1
accommodation 134
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Calypso’s Isle 123
camping 129
car travel 176, 178-9
driving licences 178
insurance 178-9
rental 178
road rules 179
safety 172
Caravaggio 44
Carnival 16
cart ruts 96
Casa Bernard 91
Casa Rocca Piccola 45
cash 171
Casino di Venezia 55
Cassar, Gerolmo 93, 165
catacombs 91
cathedrals, see churches & cathedrals
Catholic Church 160
caves
Calypso’s Cave 123
Ghar Dalam Cave & Museum 102
Ghar Hasan Cave 102-3
Ninu’s Cave 123
cell phones 13, 172-3
Central Malta 33, 84-97, 86-7
accommodation 84
cclimate 84
food 84
highlights 86
travel seasons 84
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children, travel with 15, 29-31
Valletta 43
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Basilica of St George 111
Basilica of Ta’Pinu 117-18
Carmelite Priory 89
Cathedral of the Assumption 110, 8
Delimara Point 99
Dingli Cliffs 94
Dingli, Tommaso 94, 165
disabilities, travellers with 173
discount cards 45, 169
diving & snorkelling 14, 20-26
Blue Hole 24, 119
Bugibba 79
Comino 26, 139
Dwejra 119
Gozo 24, 117, 25
Marfa Peninsula 76
Marsalforn 120
Mellieha Bay 75
Paceville 63
Sliema 63
St Julian’s 63
Xlendi 117
divorce referendum 160
dolphins 27
Domus Romana 91
Dragut Point 61
drinks 157-8, see also beer, wine
driving, see car travel, driving tours
driving licenses 178
driving tours
Gozo 124, 124
Central Malta 93, 93
Northwest Malta 77, 77
Dwejra 6, 118, 119-20, 6
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electricity 169
embassies 169
emergencies 13
language 182
environmental issues 143
etiquette 142
Eurovision 162
events 16-17
exchange rates 13
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Palazzo Parisio 95
Rundle Gardens 111
San Anton Palace & Gardens 96
Upper Barrakka Gardens 44
gay travellers 169-70
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Ghardira Nature Reserve 75
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Ghar Dalam Cave & Museum 102
Ghar Hasan Cave 102-3
Ghar Lapsi 106
Gharb 117-18
glass-blowing 162
Ghajn Tuffieha 72
Ghajn Tuffieha Bay 72
Golden Bay 72
gaumentation 134
golf 168
Good Friday 16
Gozitan farmhouses 137
Gozo 33, 110-26, 109-9
accommodation 107
climate 107
food 107
highlights 108
travel seasons 107
Grand Master’s Palace 39
Great Siege of Malta (1565) 46, 147, 146
guesthouses 129
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